Outdoor Recreation In Norilsk:
A Compromise Between Mining,
Well-Being And Remoteness
INTRODUCTION:
NORILSK REGION
Territory around Norilsk and Dudinka, limited by local
transportation access: cities’ surroundings, Lama lake
(west of Putorana plateau)
Total population: 198,400 (2015)
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NORILSK FEATURES:
World’s northernmost city with a population of over 100 000
World leader in the production of nickel and palladium
World’s largest industrial city to the north of the Arctic Circle
Built in the XX century on the permafrost
Average January temperature -39.7°С
Most of population is affiliated with Norilsk Nickel
One of the world’s most polluted cities
High living costs
Lack of external and internal transportation

Highly polluted day in Norilsk

LOCAL PEOPLE: HOW TO RECOVER?
Map 1 (above). Location of Norilsk Region
Map 2 (below). Norilsk Region - overview.
1 - mines, 2 - plants, 3 - border of protection zone, 4 - roads

SOLUTION:
LOCAL OUTDOOR RECREATION

Map 3. Outdoor recreation in Norilsk neighborhood, 2013
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DATA SOURCES
Fieldwork in Norilsk and Dudinka surroundings and on Lama lakeshores, JuneJuly 2013: discovery and description of recreational objects/areas, GPS tracking,
public survey
Local media and archives
Topographical and geological maps
Satellite images

TYPES OF OUTDOOR RECREATIONAL
OBJECTS / AREAS* IN NORILSK REGION
Residential recreational objects (dachas and cottages):
Holiday villages near Norilsk (approx. 270 households in 7
settlements and standalone)
Standalone summer homes on Lama lakeshore (at least 6)
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Objects of organized recreation:
Recreational camps (most popular form of outdoor recreation, mainly owned by Norilsk Nickel and thus inaccessible
for non-affiliates: 31 near Norilsk, 4 on Lama lakeshore)
Sport camps (3 near Norilsk)
Other (1 - Lama lakeshore)
First two types total same-time capacity:
circa 8,500 recreants (~4.3% of area population)
Areas of «wild» (unorganized) tourism and recreation:
Recreational areas near water and other nature attractions
(Norilsk and Dudinka surroundings, Putorana plateau)
Trekking, hiking, skiing trails, rivers and lakes suitable for
rafting (Norilsk surroundings, Putorana plateau)
*

Classification by: G. Isachenko, T. Isachenko (2011). Landscape transformation under the influence of recreational activity in the last 50 years (case
of Saint-Petersburg suburb zone) / Izvestiya RGO, Vol. 143, no.3, pp. 38-50.

Damaged soil. Holiday village near Talnakh (Norilsk neighborhood)

CONCLUSIONS

Map 4. Outdoor recreation on Lama lakeshores, 2013.
1 - recreational camps, 2 - cottages, 3 - summer homes, 4 - other,
5 - border of protection zone

PECULIARITIES OF OUTDOOR RECREATION DEVELOPMENT IN NORILSK:
An unique recreational system was formed for geographical (hard climate, remoteness), economical (environmentally unfriendly industrial area, lack of transportation)
and historical reasons
Local consumers concentrate on local recreation at most and vice versa
Access level + consumer segments => two recreational areas: Norilsk neighborhood
(mass destination for locals) and Lama lake (premium destination, not only for locals)
Inbound: active tourism only, with rare exception
Low recreational damage due to low visiting intensity and nature care
TRENDS:
Regulated recreation aimed at locals: registration for visiting reserve protection zone,
more focus on excursions on Putorana plateau
High-potential area of interest for inbound tourism: not just nature, but historical
heritage (Norillag remains), urban architecture, huge industrial area of Norilsk Nickel
Redistribution of local demand more to residential recreation
Decrease of outbound travel started in 2015 due to crisis of Russian economy

FURTHER INVESTIGATIONS
Above: Lama lake - the most developed area of active and premium (due to
remoteness) outdoor recreation on Putorana plateau, 100 km east of Norilsk

Above: Premium recreation on Lama lake - Vladimir Potanin’s (Norilsk Nickel
main owner) holiday home

Below: first recreational camp «Lama» in Norilsk region, built in 1942 by
Latvian prisoners on Lama lakeshore

Below:
typical recreational camp «Alkor» in Norilsk neighborhood

DISCUSSION:
Which way of tourism and recreation development is sustainable in Norilsk region?
RESEARCH:
Role of all service industries in human well-being in Norilsk region or whole Taimyr area
Travel opportunities and obstacles in the region, and ways of improving
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Area of “wild” recreation near Krasnye Kamni (Red Stones) natural attraction

On the way to Lama lake. Private owned boat

